Visiting the **MMAC** from **Parking Structure**

1. Enter the parking structure on Michigan Street between 2nd street & 3rd street. This used to be the exit to the structure. The exit is now on 2nd street. You can park anywhere in the structure. There are two entry doors to the building depending where you park.

   **WEST ENTRANCE**
   - The West structure doors are marked 3rd St. Market Hall on Level 3 Golden Eagles.
   - Go through both sets of doors, **take an immediate left past** the stairs to the doors marked “The Arcade Offices”.

   **EAST ENTRANCE**
   - The East doors are marked 3rd St. Market Hall on **Level 2 Golden Eagles**.
   - Enter this door, head left and follow the hallway all the way down to the doors marked “The Arcade Offices”.

2. **Use the intercom to the left of the doors marked The Arcade Offices and type in 220 to gain entry to this point.**

3. Neon 3rd ST. Market Hall sign will be on your right. MMAC offices will be ahead.

4. **Use phone on front desk to call the staff member you are here to see.**